
Trek Fuel EX 27.5 Launch

Located within spitting-distance of the border with 
South Carolina (where the ‘cars’ are actually ‘trucks’, 
and everyone talks a little slower than usual), Brevard 
is a small country town located just outside Asheville, 
where both Cane Creek and Industry Nine call home. 
Sandwiched between the DuPont State Forest and 
the expansive Pisgah Forest, Brevard is a town that is 
currently undergoing a tourism renaissance off the 
back of its growing mountain bike trail network and its 
close proximity to the Appalachian Hiking Trail. There’s 
currently some 200 miles worth of singletrack within the 
county, but development is rapidly progressing and is 
turning Brevard into a true mountain biking Mecca. 

As an Aussie, when you hear the word ‘Transylvania’, you’d be forgiven for thinking of Dracula rather than 
a place that boasts some of the most beautifully-built singletrack on earth. But that may soon change.  

Although North Carolina had never been on my US-riding 
radar, Trek had chosen the area to showcase the talents 
of their all-new trail bike, the Fuel EX 27.5. The leafy 
green forest surrounding Brevard is home to a mixture 
of tall pine trees, low-lying ferns, lots of exposed granite 
slab rock, stunning waterfalls, glassy lakes, and most 
importantly, lots of earthy red dirt – an idyllic setting to 
show off the new Trek.  
Along with 30 or so other journalists from around the globe, 
I arrived in Charlotte, North Carolina for the start of the 
four-day Trek Launch.  Our itinerary was a mystery, but 
what followed was a journey that took us across automotive 
racing technology, three new bike platforms, new shock 
technology, a new rear hub standard, some mind-blowingly 
good trails, and my first foray into the local delicacy known 
as ‘Moonshine’. This is my hazy recollection of those 4 days.
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F1 meets MTB
In the lead-up to the Trek launch, there had 

been rumours flying around that Trek were 
about to release a 27.5” wheeled version of 
their popular Fuel EX trail bike. This made com-
plete sense, as Trek was already offering the 
140mm travel Remedy platform in both 29” and 
27.5” wheels options, so to do the same with 
the 120mm travel Fuel EX seemed like the next 
logical step. What we didn’t know, however, 
was that there was a far bigger story behind 
the new bike than just a smaller wheelsize.

After an evening’s worth of drifting go-karts 
around corners at the Go Pro Motorplex, Trek’s 
MTB Brand Manager, Travis Ott, informed 
us that there was actually a legitimate reason 
for getting us onto the racetrack. The method 
behind the burning rubber madness was buried 
deep beneath the chassis and inside the sus-
pension dampers of our go-karts.

Back in 2009, Trek Bikes began a working 
relationship with automotive racing special-
ists Penske Shocks. Builders of high-end 
suspension products for Formula 1, Indy 500, 
and Nascar racing, Penske is regarded as the 
market leader when it comes to making vehi-
cles go ridiculously fast around a racetrack. In 
fact, of the 13 teams on the F1 circuit, Penske 
typically supply to around eight or nine of those 
teams. Unlike other suspension manufacturers 
however, Penske do not mass-produce for 
consumers.  

Of course Trek isn’t the first mountain bike 
company to forge a working relationship out-
side of the cycling industry, but their ties with 
Penske run deeper than simply looking for a 
fancy name to slap onto their product. The sto-
ry behind the partnership goes something like 
this: Jim Arentz, the Technical Director of Pen-
ske, was doing his usual rounds at a Nascar 
race when he had his regular chinwag with a 
man called Ken Howes. Known as a bonafide 
suspension guru amongst the Nascar circuit, 

Ken suggested that Jim get in touch with his 
son Dylan Howes, who was a Senior R&D 
engineer at Trek Bikes at the time. As some 
of you might already know, Dylan is now the 
Director of Mountain Bike Frame Technology at 
Trek, and is the man responsible for developing 
the ABP suspension design. The topic Ken 
wanted Jim to speak to his son Dylan about 
was Penske’s regressive damper technology. 

Back in the 90’s, suspension for Formula 1 
cars was computer-controlled. This meant that 
an engineer on the sidelines could alter the 
racecar’s suspension behaviour for different 
parts of the track, often being able to make 
adjustments as quick as 100ths of a sec-
ond. As cool as it was, the sport’s governing 
body ended up banning the technology, and 
so companies such as Penske had to find a 
mechanical solution. The goal was to provide 
their drivers with the necessary firmness to the 
suspension and chassis for fast and confident 
cornering, but with the ability for the shock to 
smooth out high-speed chatter along the rum-
ble strips. Penske’s solution to that problem 
was their patented regressive damper. 

For the second day of the Trek Launch, 
we jumped into a bus that took us over to 
Mooresville, where Penske’s headquarters 
are located. We were given a tour of their 
enormous workshop (an immaculately clean 
facility), where all of their racing products are 
designed, built, and tested. It was here where 
Penske’s employees built a custom external 
reservoir for a Fox DRCV rear shock, all with 
off-the-shelf shims and components normally 
used on their racecars. This crude-looking 
piggyback reservoir housed the first regressive 
damper designed for a mountain bike, which 
we now know as RE:aktiv.

RE:aktiv
As cool as it was to sit in a presentation 

room at Penske headquarters surrounded by 
F1, Indy 500 and Nascar racing memorabilia, 

I couldn’t help but feel that the purported 
link between F1 technology and mountain 
biking was a little clichéd. However, as I 
thought more about it I realised that the goals 
aren’t actually that different, or at least with 
suspension anyway. With a mountain bike, 
the objective of the suspension is to maximise 
pedalling efficiency with a firm low-speed 
platform, whilst having the ability for the shock 
to open up over roots and rocks along the trail. 
The objective is the same in F1, with the dif-
ference being that the firm low-speed platform 
is for cornering stability, and that the roots and 
rocks are rumble strips.

To achieve this desired characteristic, 
Penske’s regressive damper simply adds in 
an additional spring-loaded valve on top of the 
main piston inside the shock. This sprung-valve 
limits oil flow through the damper to create 
additional low-speed compression damping, 
which allows the shock to stay firmer under 
inputs such as pedalling and shifts in the 
rider’s bodyweight. Oil can still move past 
the valve, so the shock remains somewhat 
active, but until you experience a high-speed 
hit, the platform remains firm. Once the shock 
encounters an impact along the trail that moves 
the damper at a rate higher than five inches per 
second (that’s the valve’s threshold), the valve 
‘cracks’ open, dramatically increasing oil flow 
past the valve. This happens instantaneously 
and is what separates RE:aktiv from existing 
pedalling platforms on the market. Because the 
regressive valve is able to get out of the way of 
itself so quickly, the transition between low and 
high-speed compression damping is seamless, 
and more importantly, immediate.

By the time Trek were ready to release the 
Fuel EX 27.5, they had been working with Pen-
ske for five years on the regressive damper. 
After the initial prototype was developed, Jose 
Gonzalez (Trek’s Director of Suspension Tech-
nology) flew over to Redding to see the 

Far left: This crude-looking device was the very first DRCV rear shock to receive Penske’s patented regressive damping technology. Hidden inside the external reservoir is the first 
prototype of the RE:aktiv damper | Top right: During the Fuel EX 27.5 launch, we had the opportunity to tour Penske’s headquarters in Mooresville, NC. This enormous race workshop 
is every mechanics wet dream | Middle left: While the final product is manufactured by Fox in California, the early design and prototyping of the RE:aktiv damper was undertaken by 
Penske. Due to the similarities in size, Penske were able to make use of the same components found inside their F1 shocks | Middle right: When go-karting is an integral part of a 
product launch, you know you’re in for a fun couple of days! | Bottom left: Trek utilised the brand new Fuel EX 27.5 to unveil the RE:aktiv damper, though it will also be available on the 
29er model too. With 120mm of suspension travel in a versatile chassis, the Fuel EX is the perfect platform to make use of the added pedal efficiency from the regressive damping curve.
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“you know what they say with motorbikes, that the soul of the bike is the  
engine? Well I really think that with a mountain bike, it’s the suspension that is 

the soul of the bike.”  –  Jose Gonzalez, trek Bikes     



damper in action. Further iterations were 
refined between Penske and Jose’s suspension 
R&D facility in Santa Clarita, with Trek’s Product 
Developer (and former Olympic and World Cup 
XC rider and Singlespeed World Champion), 
Travis Brown, receiving his first rideable sample 
back in 2011. Between Penske, Jose, and 
Travis’ product development team, the RE:aktiv 
damper went through 15 different shim stacks 
before they settled on the final tune. 

In that same time, Jim informed me that more 
and more Penske employees have begun to 
ditch engines for pedal power, and there’s now a 
10-strong group that hit the local trails every day 
before work. The outcomes of the Penske-Trek 
relationship seem to be mutual, and Jim also 
indicated that we’d be seeing plenty more fruits 
from that labour in the future…

As detailed as Penske’s involvement was in 
the development of the RE:aktiv damper, they 
were never interested in mass producing for 
Trek. And so in early 2013, Trek and Penske 
approached Fox Racing Shox to build the RE:ak-
tiv damper into their DRCV shocks. Alongside 
further refinement of the damper, Fox were able 
to offer the manufacturing capabilities to mass 
produce the shock, whilst ensuring the aftermar-
ket servicing know-how that is so important with 
new mountain bike technology. 

Of course, while this a great story, all those 
assembled were keen to put all of the bold claims 
to the test out on the trail. We didn’t have to 
wait long and, following on from our tour of the 
Penske facility, it was time to get out to Brevard 
to start familiarising ourselves with the new Fuel 
EX 27.5.

One Trail. Two Riders.
Over the past decade, Trek has poured a 

huge amount of R&D dollars into developing and 
perfecting their 29er mountain bikes. The Fuel 
EX 29 (a bike we’re very familiar with) is a tes-
tament to that refinement, as it represents one 
of the finest XC/Trail bikes on the market. With 
the release of the Fuel EX 29 however, came 
the death of the much-loved 26” version – a bold 
move even for a company as devoted to the 29” 
wheel as Trek.

However, with the rise of the 27.5” wheel 
over the past two years, Trek has been able to 
revive the original Fuel EX platform for those 
who might be looking for a more nimble ride 
than what the large wheels can offer. The Fuel 
EX 27.5 also utilises 120mm travel front and 
rear like the 29er model, and both bikes are 
built around the DRCV rear shock with the ABP 
suspension design. In essence, they’re both 
designed as versatile trail bikes that can hammer 
up technical singletrack just as well as they can 
shoot back down. 

Trek simply believes that one wheelsize will 
suit a particular type of rider better than the 
other - a sentiment that’s currently being echoed 
throughout the mountain bike industry. If you 
like keeping your wheels on the ground and are 
chasing maximum traction and stability, go 29”. 

If you like moving your bike around on the trail 
and getting airborne, go 27.5”. Rider height also 
comes into the equation too, with taller riders 
typically gravitating towards the bigger wheels.

Whereas some companies are currently 
throwing all their eggs into one wheelsize 
basket, Trek will be offering both the Fuel 
EX and Remedy platforms in 27.5” and 29” 
wheelsizes. Although it can sometimes lead to 
some confusion among customers on the bike 
shop showroom floor, I still like that Trek are 
providing consumers with a choice. 

The Ride
By the time our bus rolled up to the Brevard 

Music Centre, we were left with a couple of 
hours to get our Fuel EX 9.8 test bikes dialled in 
preparation for the following days trail ride. 

As someone who’s spent a significant portion 
of my lifetime riding 26” wheels, the Fuel EX 
27.5 is a very easy bike to get used to. Com-
pared to its predecessors, the new bike features 
longer top tube lengths across the size range, 
a slightly lower bottom bracket height, and a 
stable 68-degree head angle. Combined with 
heaps of standover clearance from the sloping 
top tube, the EX is a bike that loves being 
thrown about on the trail. It doesn’t quite have 
the ‘plow-factor’ of the big wheels on the Fuel 
EX 29, but what it lacks in ability to roll over the 
big stuff it makes up for ease of management 

Whereas some companies are currently throwing all their eggs 
into one wheelsize basket, trek will be offering both the Fuel eX 

and remedy platforms in 27.5” and 29” wheelsizes.
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through the tight stuff.
While cockpit setup is always personal preference, the general 

consensus amongst all the other journalists was that Trek had gone too 
skinny and too long on the Fuel EX 27.5. This is always tricky from a 
commercial perspective though, and especially when you’re a company 
as big as Trek. During the initial setup phase I threw on a shorter 70mm 
stem (which helped somewhat), but a bike as capable as the Fuel EX is 
gagging for more width than the stock 720mm bar. And while the Deore 
XT 2x10 groupset was as flawless as you’d expect, the left-hand shifter 
left little room to fit the RockShox Reverb dropper remote in anything but 
an awkward position. Sure it’s not a problem exclusive to Trek, but in 
2014 we shouldn’t have to deal with such poor ergonomics.

And as for the RE:aktive? Well in short, it is without doubt one of the 
most impressive rear shocks I have ever ridden. It comes with the same 
smooth and linear spring curve that we’ve come to expect from the 
DRCV shock, which provides the Fuel EX with its bottomless feel. The 
difference is that the RE:aktiv model simply allows you to make far better 
use of both the Climb and Trail positions when compared to a conven-
tional Fox CTD shock. 

Because the valve is able to breakaway so quickly, for the first time 
ever I actually found the Climb setting usable off road. Once you start ap-
proaching more techy climbs littered with rocks and roots, flicking the dial 
into the Trail position provides a similar level of pedalling efficiency, but 
with an even faster opening response when your rear tyre drives into a 
rocky ledge. Because the regressive valve is sprung, it immediately starts 
trying to close again after the shock has blown past the breakaway point. 
As such, there was now wallow from the shock once it started moving, 
and the return to a firm pedalling platform was prompt.  

For the descents, I found the action of the rear suspension to be very 
similar at speed between the Trail and Descend positions on the shock. 

The difference simply came down to ride height, with the shock sitting 
a little further into its travel in the Descend setting, which slackened out 
the effective head angle and dropped the BB height further. Otherwise 
I found myself leaving the shock in Trail for far more of the ride that I 
usually would.

The only problem that most of us encountered with the RE:aktiv 
damper and the DRCV rear shock is that it has a habit of making the 
front end feel a little too harsh in comparison. The only way to achieve 
a similar level of suppleness on the 32 Float fork is to run less pressure 
and therefore sacrifice ride height, which means the front end tends to 
dive too much into its travel. Bear in mind that our test bikes were straight 
from the factory however, and so a degree of break-in time would see this 
suppleness improve. Otherwise we wouldn’t be surprised to see Trek 
and Penske release a RE:aktiv fork damper in the future…

Our Take
Although a couple of days’ worth of riding is nothing to draw sweeping 

conclusions with, there were a number of important points that I was able 
to take away from the Trek launch. 

The first one is that the RE:aktiv damper works, and it works darn 
well. It’s also cool to see a company like Trek invest so much into the 
suspension on their bikes, rather than simply relying on the big two: Fox 
or RockShox. As for the 27.5” Fuel EX itself, I’m stoked to see Trek con-
tinue where the 26” model left off, and with a few tweaks to the geometry 
and the new rear shock, they’ve got themselves a very high performance 
machine that’ll give the competition a serious run for its money.

Also worth noting is that we’ve recently received a RE:aktiv Fuel EX 
27.5 for further longterm testing, and you’ll be able to read our full-
blown review in Issue #29 of Enduro Magazine. - ENDuromag
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